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THEORY OBSERVABLES

DATA

theory ↔ data requires  observables
to be compared with data

and we need TOOLS to do this!

TOOLS!
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Tools for  theory →  observables link

Collider signatures

Feynman 
Rules

Matrix 
Element

Events Detector

PYTHIA
HERWIG
ISAJET
Sherpa

FAST/FULL
Detector 

Simulation

PGS, Delphes
/

CMSSW, 
ATHENA

LanHEP
FeynRules

SARAH

CalcHEP, CompHEP
FormCalc,MadGraph, 
MCFM, MC@NLO, 
Sherpa, WHizard

micrOMEGAs

C
al

cH
E

P

MadDM

M
adgraph

Relic Density

DM Direct Detection

DM Indirect Detection

Analysis to find/exclude/modify theory:
Plots, PAW/Root,  Fortran/C++ codes, Private codes, GAMBIT, 

MasterCode, CHECKMATE, MadAnalysis, HEPMDB

BSM 
Model

mailto:MC@NLO
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CalcHEP
   Calculator for High Energy Physics

was born as a CompHEP in 1989: MSU-89-63/140 
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CalcHEP
   Calculator for High Energy Physics

was born as a CompHEP in 1989: MSU-89-63/140 

Authors
Alexander Pukhov, AB, Neil Christensen

(AB and Neil Christensen have joined the project in 2009)
http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html

Idea    
The effective study of HEP phenomenology  passing at   high level of 
automation from your favorite model to physical observables such 
as decay width, branching ratios, cross sections kinematic 
distributions, parton-level events, ...

http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html
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CalcHEP
   Calculator for High Energy Physics

was born as a CompHEP in 1989: MSU-89-63/140 

Authors
Alexander Pukhov, AB, Neil Christensen

(AB and Neil Christensen have joined the project in 2009)
http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html

Idea    
The effective study of HEP phenomenology  passing at   high level of 
automation from your favorite model to physical observables such 
as decay width, branching ratios, cross sections kinematic 
distributions, parton-level events, ...

Analogous packages  (matrix element generators)

● CompHEP (Boos et al)
● MadGraph/MadEvent (Maltoni, Stelzer et al)
● Grace/Helas (Fujimoto et al)
● FeynArts/FeynCalc/FormCalc (Hahn et al)
● WHIZARD,O'mega (Moretti, Ohl, Reuter)
● Sherpa  (Krauss et al)

http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html
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Can evaluate any decay and scattering processes within 
any (user defined) model!

General Features/Limitations of CalcHEP
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Can evaluate any decay and scattering processes within 
any (user defined) model! 

Tree-level processes     
Squared Matrix Element calculation

●no spin information for the final particles – spin averaged 
amplitude

General Features/Limitations of CalcHEP
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General Features/Limitations of CalcHEP

Can evaluate any decay and scattering processes within 
any (user defined) model! 

Tree-level processes     
Squared Matrix Element calculation

●no spin information for the final particles – spin averaged 
amplitude

Limit on number of  external legs (involved particles) and 
number of diagrams

●official limit – 8 , unofficial – none
limit is set from the practical point of view:

● 2 → 6 (1→7)  set the essential time/memory limit
● number of diagrams ~ 500 set the disk space and 

the time limit
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The Highlights of CalcHEP
Convenient graphical interface – to understand process in details
(e.g. one can select diagrams at squared level to study interference,  plot dependent 
parameters, etc)
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The Highlights of CalcHEP
Convenient graphical interface – to understand process in details
(e.g. one can select diagrams at squared level to study interference,  plot dependent 
parameters, etc)
Output of symbolic results (Mathematica, REDUCE, FORM formats)
Calculates particle widths 'on the fly'
Easy to modify an existing model (GUI) or to implement the new one
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https://answers.launchpad.net/calchep

https://answers.launchpad.net/calchep
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The Highlights of CalcHEP
Convenient graphical interface – to understand process in details
(e.g. one can select diagrams at squared level to study interference,  plot dependent 
parameters, etc)
Output of symbolic results (Mathematica, REDUCE, FORM formats)
Calculates particle widths 'on the fly'
Easy to modify an existing model (GUI) or to implement the new one
(LanHEP, FeynRules)
Powerful batch interface: connects production and decay processes, allows to 
perform multidimensional scan of the the parameter space and produce LHE files in 
one run
Connected to HEPMD (High Energy Physics Model Database) with HPC cluster 
behind the web interface
Designed to study physics and present and future colliders:
LHA PDF for LHC and ISR+Beamstrahlung for ILC
Modular structure allows to use it  as a matrix element generator in separate 
codes and packages (e.g.GAMBIT)
Connected to launchpad – see many questions and aswers
https://answers.launchpad.net/calchep
Has different modules for user modfifications: user-defined cuts, user form 
factor etc.

See tutorial for most of them

https://answers.launchpad.net/calchep
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 http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html

 

http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html
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 http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html

 

manual 

new options and 
writeup!
 arXiv:1207.6082 

Connected to 
launchpad system 

http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html
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Download code, read manual and compile
 http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html

wget https://theory.sinp.msu.ru/~pukhov/CALCHEP/calchep_3.7.tgz

tar  -zxvf  calchmep_3.7.tgz 

cd calchep_3.7

make

cd work

 (or your own work directory ./mkWORKdir ../calc_work )

You need to have only c compiler and X11 sources  
Supported operating system

Linux, IRIX, IRIX64, HP-UX, OSF1, SunOS, Darwin, CYGWIN
           (see getFlags file)

Quick start with CalcHEP:
practical notes on the installation

ex#1: Install CalcHEP

http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html
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Starting  CalcHEP

Files in the work folder:
 bin -> ........ /calchep_3.x.y/bin
 calchep
 calchep_batch
 calchep.ini
 models/
 results/
 tmp/

Start:
  ./calchep
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Starting  CalcHEP
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 Principle KEYS for CalcHEPs GUI

Enter menu 
selection

    (forward)

Exit menu 
selection

    (back)

Help!
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CalcHEP structure/modes

Graphical mode
●symbolic part
●numerical part

Batch mode
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Starting  CalcHEP
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Symbolic part
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Model choice and Process input
Choose your gauge        Enter Process
Edit Model Numerical Evaluation
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The Model Structure
Parameters
Particles

Constraints
Vertices
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Particles: prtclxx.mdl  (spins 0,1/2,1,3/2,2)
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Particles: prtclxx.mdl

Higgs boson width will be calculated `on the fly`
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Independent parameters: varsxx.mdl
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Dependent parameters(constraints): funcxx.mdl
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Feynman rules: lgrngxx.mdl
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External Libraries:  extlibxx.mdl

Typically is empty for simple models but can be used for any library which helps to build 
complicated model. E.g. mass spectra calculator for SUSY (involving RGE solutions etc)
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Numerical evaluation of masses & branchings

ex#2: Find the SM particles 
spectrum and Br ratios
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             Syntax for the process

the input syntax: P1[,P2] -> P3,P4 [,,...,[N*x]]

hadron/composite particle  scattering
   'p*,p*->W+,b,B'
   unknown particle are assumed to be composite,
   if you use 'p*', the u,U,d,D,s,S,c,C,b,B,G structure will be 

used automatically
 wild cards/names for outgoing particles

    'H -> 2*x'

intermediate particles can be non-trivially excluded
     'W+ > 2, A>1, Z>3'

ex#3: SM Higgs production cross 
section for e+e- → HZ  process versus  
the collider energy for 0.5-1.0 TeV range
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 Symbolic session(1)
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 Symbolic session (2)
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 Symbolic session (3)
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 Symbolic session (4)
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 Symbolic session (5)
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 Symbolic session (6)
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 Structure of the numerical part
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 Numerical part(1) 
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 Numerical part(2) 
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control of the initial states and parton density 
functions
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model parameters
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dependent parameters (SM+ggH model)
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QCD coupling and the QCD scale
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control of resonances
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control of resonances

F1
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Aliases
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setting kinematical cuts
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setting kinematical cuts

F1
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phase-space mapping
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integration over the phase space

The accuracy and the 
stability of the cross 
section indicate that you 
can trust your results
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ex#4
1. Calculate WbB production rates at the LHC
for PT b-jet > 20 GeV, b-Jet separation > 0.5, 
max pseudorapidity < 3
2. Plot bb- and Wb invariant mass distributions 
    for  PT b-jet > 20 GeV and PT b-jet > 40 GeV

Resulting M
bb

 and M
Wtb

 kinematical distributions 
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GUI:   full control of details of the process

Script example:

   $CALCHEP/bin/subproc_cycle  lumi nmax
e.g.    

../bin/subproc_cycle 1000 100000

You should run it from results dir where the n_calchep binary is!
Will evaluate cross section and generate events

$CALCHEP/bin/event_mixer  Luminosity[1/fb] nevents event_dirs

mixes subprocesses and connects production and decay events

scripts:   automate calculation/generation/analysis

batch:   does everything (sym,num,plots,…) in one run
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Accessing all your results

results are stored in “results” directory
output files:

n_calchep  numerical module
prt_nn          protocol
distr_nn_mm summed distributions
distr_nn individual distribution
events_nn.txt events file
list_prc.txt list of processes
qnumbers qnumbers – PYTHIA input with new prt  

definitions
session.dat current session status – format is similar to 

prt_nn  one
for every new process the “results” directory is offered to be renamed 
or removed
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useful scripts for numerical session
 

see calchep_x.y/bin/   directory and README file!
  

  subproc_cycle ../bin/subproc_cycle 1000 100000

  sum_distr ../bin/sum_distr distr_2 distr_3 > distr_sum

  show_distr       ../bin/show_distr distr_sum

  plot_view ../bin/plot_view < tab_1.txt

  events2tab

  lhe2tab

  gen_events

  name_cycle

  pcm_cycle

  par_scan

ex#5
produce LHE file
and use lhe2tab
to produce 
distributions
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the most general scan with
par_scan

Usage:
$CALCHEP/bin/par_scan < data_file

Data file structure:

where par_name_i present free parameters of the models. Among them 
one also can write momenta of incoming particles as momentum1 and 
momentum2. 
fun_name_i is the name of  constrained parameter  which will be 
presented in output file 
Output file has the same structure as input plus  calculated numerical 
values for constrained parameters, and an additional column for 
evaluated cross section with statistical error
If you are not interested in the prt_# files you can clean it using

     $CALCHEP/bin/par_scan clean < data_file
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CalcHEP batch interface: all results in one shot
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CalcHEP batch interface: running and monitoring

cd  $CALCHEP/work
cp ../utile/batch_file .
./calchep_batch batch_file

CALCHEP= /home/belyaev/calchep/calchep_3.7

calchep_batch version 1.41

Processing batch:
Progress information can be found in the html directory.
Simply open the following link in your browser:
file:///.../calchep_3.7/work/html/index.html

You can also view textual progress reports in 
.../calchep_3.7/work/html/  and the other .txt files in the html directory.
Events will be stored in the batch_results directory.

$CALCHEP= path to calchep installation, e.g. calchep_3.7

file:///.../calchep_3.7/work/html/index.html
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CalcHEP batch interface: running and monitoring
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CalcHEP batch interface: running and monitoring
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CalcHEP batch interface: running and monitoring
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CalcHEP batch interface: running and monitoring

ex#6: using calchep_batch 
evaluate complete cross 
section for    pp-> Wbb process 
with the same cuts as for ex#4

gnuplot should be 
installed to make the 
plots with the batch 

interface!
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CalcHEP batch results

results are located in batch_results folder

*.lhe.gz : LHE event files

*.jpg     : figures

*.distr    : files with distributions which cab be used
to re-produce plots using $CALCHEP/bin/show_distr

*.tgz    : zipped html folder with all numerical details, .txt 
and .html files of the batch run

see  https://answers.launchpad.net/calchep for many 

“tricky” questions/answers

https://answers.launchpad.net/calchep
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Model implementation  in CalcHEP
using LanHEP (Andrei Semenov)

http://theory.sinp.msu.ru/~semenov/lanhep.html

To install
wget https://theory.sinp.msu.ru/~semenov/lhep332.tgz
tar -zxvf  lhep332.tgz
cd lanhep332
make

To Run
cd mdl
../lhep -ca stand.mdl

File sm_tex processed, 0 sec.
File stand.mdl processed, 0 sec.

Also you can do 
../lhep -ufo stand.mdl
../lhep -tex stand.mdl

to produce model in UFO format and get Feynman rules in the LaTeX
format  respectively

http://theory.sinp.msu.ru/~semenov/lanhep.html
https://theory.sinp.msu.ru/~semenov/lhep332.tgz
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QCD as an example
 Gauge interactions

 Quark kinetic term

 Gauge fixing term and Fadeev-Popov ghost term

model QCD/2.
parameter   gg= 1.13 : 'Strong coupling'.
vector  G/G: (gluon, color c8, gauge).
spinor  q:(quark, color c3, mass Mq=0.02).
lterm  i*gg*f_SU3*ccghost(G)*G*deriv*ghost(G). 
lterm Q*gamma*(i*deriv + gg*lambda*G)*q.
lterm  -F**2/4  where
        F=deriv^mu*G^nu^a-deriv^nu*G^mu^a+

i*gg*f_SU3^a^b^c*G^mu^b*G^nu^c.

 LanHEP model file (qcd.mdl):
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../lhep -tex qcd.mdl

will produce:  vars2.tex, prtcls2.tex, lgrng2.tex

lgrng2.tex
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Model sources in CalcHEP
cd $CALCHEP/model_src
 ls
sm.inc, sm.lhep, idm.lhep

$LANHEP/lhep -ca sm
$LANHEP/lhep -ca idm
will produce  SM and IDM models for  CalcHEP

Effective vertices in CalcHEP

The  sm.inc contains the            implementation

  let shd = {  i*'W+.f',  (vev(vevh)+h-i*'Z.f')/Sqrt2 }.
external_func(lAAhiggs,2).
parameter LAAh=-cabs(lAAhiggs(Mh,str(h))).
lterm  LAAh*(shd*anti(shd)-vevh**2/2)/vevh*F**2  where 

               F=deriv^mu*A^nu-deriv^nu*A^mu.

lAAhiggs(Mh,str(h) is universal function which works with any BSM 
model – looks at any vertex which would contribute to 
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                            effective Lagrangian leads to 6-point Hhgggg 
vertex, CalcHEP allows to realise this via auxiliary non-
propagating fields

vector  G2t/G2T: (G2T, mass Maux, color c8, aux ('!*')).
scalar  x1/X1:   (x1,  mass Maux, aux ("!*")).  

parameter  LGGh=-cabs(lGGhiggs(Mh,str(h))).

lterm   1/vevh*LGGh*RQCDh*(shd*anti(shd)-vevh**2/2-vevh*h)*x1*Maux.
lterm   (GG/2*f_SU3^a^b^c*G^n^a*G^m^b*'G2t.t'^m^n^c)*(X1*Maux).
lterm    GG/2*f_SU3^a^b^c*G^n^a*G^m^b*'G2T.t'^m^n^c.

Introducing auxiliary particles in CalcHEP
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High Energy Physics Model Database
https://hepmdb.soton.ac.uk/

(supported by IPPP in 2012-13)

collects HEP models and model sources in all formats

allows you to  upload your models (public or private mode) 

allows  you to evaluate  processes (CalcHEP, Madgraph, Whizard) 
and perform event generation for all models at HEPMDB  using 
HPC cluster 
using simple web interface

you can preform calculations  using web interface avoiding 
problems related to installing the actual software, which can 
sometimes be quite cumbersome

[The rest will be in CalcHEP tutorial]

https://hepmdb.soton.ac.uk/
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SM + extensions 

SM 
B-L symmetric Z' with heavy Majorana 
neutrinos
SM + Z'
general 2 Higgs doublet model
4th generation
Excited fermions
Model with contact interactions
Standard Model + anomalous gauge boson 
couplings
Model of strongly int EW sector 
(5 & 6 dim operators involving Sigma field)

SUSY 

constraint MSSM
general MSSM, with 124 free parameters
NMSSM
RPVMSSM
left-right symmetric MSSM
MSSM with CP violation
E6MSSM 

Example of models created  for CalcHEP
Extra dimensions 

5D UED with 2KK layers

6D UED with 2KK layers

ADD = ADD

RS = Randall Sundrum

Leptoquarks

Complete LQ model

SU(3)xSU(1)xU(1) vector&scalar

Technicolor & Higgsless
Minimal walking technicolor

TC with DM 

3-site model

Hidden Local symmetry model

4SM = general 4-site model

Little Higgs
Littlest higss model with T-parity

LHT + T-parity violation
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 One of the examples
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Universal Extra Dimensions
hep-ph/1212.4858 In collaboration with  M.Brown, J.M. Moreno, C. Papineau
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Universal Extra Dimensions

Scan in 2D space with the calchep_batch

Set up of the production and decay processes with  the calchep_batch
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Results from calchep_batch at HEPMDB
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Results from calchep_batch at HEPMDB
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Complete DIM 5/6 DM operators study

ArXiv:1610.07545 L. Panizzi, A. Pukhov, M.Thomas, AB 
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M
DM

=100 GeV,
L. Panizzi, A. Pukhov, M.Thomas, AB   
arXiv:1610.07545arXiv:1610.07545

scalar 
DM

 fermion 
DM

 vector
DM
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Additional CalcHEP Features
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User routines

CalcHEP as a matrix element generator for other packages
examples/templates are in the $CALCHEP/utiles/main_22.c

$CALCHEP/bin/make_main [-o<exe_name>] <C source codes and libraries>

user-defined form-factor

$CALCHEP/utile/usrFF.c
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user-defined cuts
$CALCHEP/utile/usrfun.c

User routines
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user-defined propagator 
(alteration of the existing propagators)
$CALCHEP/c_source/num/sqme_aux.c

User routines
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Parallel calculations

New/recent features of CalcHEP
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Parallel calculations in batch regime
PBS mode

Parallelization method:      pbs
Walltime : 5
Memory   : 4
email:      name@address
Max number of processes per node: 16
Max number of cpus:      10

local mode
Parallelization method:  local
Max number of processes per node: 1
Max number of cpus:      16

New/recent features of CalcHEP
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New colour particles and vertices

New/recent features of CalcHEP
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PDFs and visualisation

New/recent features of CalcHEP
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This can be done in automatically using CheckMate2

● No intermediate HEPMC files
● PYTHIA8, can control it via cards
● Delphes3, can control it via cards
● Produces root files
● Can use CM statistical analysis routines and check the  signal 

exclusio
● One can produce muldi-dim scan at HEPMDB and direct lhe files to 

CM2

lhe→pythia8→delphes→root 
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lhe→pythia8→delphes→root 
./CheckMATE lhe-pythia8-delphes.dat
where lhe-pythia8-delphes.dat contains lines

[Parameters]
Name: lhe-pythia8-delphes
SkipAnalysis: True
SkipParamCheck: True
WriteDelphesEvents: True
OutputExists: Overwrite
[myprocess]
Pythia8Card: testpythia8card.dat

And testpythia8card.in

! Settings used in the main program.
Next:numberCount = 500             ! print message every n events
Next:numberShowInfo = 2            ! print event information n times
Next:numberShowProcess = 2         ! print process record n times
Next:numberShowEvent = 2           ! print event record n times
Main:numberOfEvents = 200          ! number of events to generate
Beams:frameType = 4                ! use LHEF input
Beams:LHEF = =lhe_from_calchep.lhe !  LHEF events file
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Final remarks

use launchpad to file problems or ask questions – answers 
will be available to everybody! 

read manuals – they have much   more details
  
tools are powerful but 
should not be blindly trusted  or blamed! 

use  independent programs to for double check, use limits to 
check if your results make sense

Let me know if you are interested in CalcHEP/HEPMDB 
tutorial!
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BACKUP
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To compile the CalcHEP source code you need:
C compiler, the X11 graphics library and the X11 include files
"CalcHEP is compiled successfully and can be started "
is a good sign

Compilation, potential problem and its 
solution
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To compile the CalcHEP source code you need:
C compiler, the X11 graphics library and the X11 include files
"CalcHEP is compiled successfully and can be started "
is a good sign

Compilation for High Precision Calculations
Intel C compiler has a _Quad type, -D QUAD has to be added to FlagsForSh as

CFLAGS="-D_QUAD_ -fPIC -fsigned-char -Qoption,cpp,--extended_float_type”

Compilation, potential problem and its 
solution
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To compile the CalcHEP source code you need:
C compiler, the X11 graphics library and the X11 include files
"CalcHEP is compiled successfully and can be started "
is a good sign

Compilation for High Precision Calculations
Intel C compiler has a _Quad type, -D QUAD has to be added to FlagsForSh as

CFLAGS="-D_QUAD_ -fPIC -fsigned-char -Qoption,cpp,--extended_float_type”

Potential problem in compilation
The most frequent compilation problem is due to the absence of the X11 include 
files; CalcHEP still compiles, however, it only runs in non-interactive mode   
./calchep will give

Error: You have launched the interactive session for a version
of CalcHEP that has been compiled without the X11 library.
Presumably, the X11 development package is not installed on
your computer.

the following additional package should be install to run CalcHEP in GUI mode
● libX11-devel for Fedora/Scientific, Darwin(MAC)
● libX11-dev for Ubuntu/Debian
● xorg-x11-devel for SUSE

Compilation, potential problem and its 
solution
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events generations
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File with events in the native CalcHEP format
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scripts for numerical session
events2tab

 Parameters:
 1- name of variable,
 2- minimum limit,
 3- maximum limit,
 4- number of bins(<=300).
  File with events must be passed to input. 
   ../bin/events2tab “T(b)” 1 100 200 < events_1.txt >tab.txt
   ../bin/tab_view < tab.txt

 name_cycle
 1: Name of parameter
 2: Initial value
 3: Step
 4: Number of steps
 
../bin/name_cycle Mh 100 10 11

 scripts above became a part of calchep_batch interface – will be 
discussed below
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protocol prt_nn
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
some additional features/tricks

see  https://answers.launchpad.net/calchep
for many “tricky” questions/answers
scanning over the collider energy
Run parameter: rtS
Run begin: 7
Run step size: 1
Run n steps: 2

p1: 1000*rtS/2
p2: 1000*rtS/2
rtS here is  some “fake” parameter
you can use  “fake” parameter only if you define it as a loop 
parameter

It can be used in the cut statement (assigning cut to the symbol)
It can be assigned to the parameter model – this way you can run 
use complicated scan

https://answers.launchpad.net/calchep
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CalcHEP Production 
and 
decay events
QNUMBERS

PYTHIA/
HERWIG

CalcHEP interface with MC 
generators: LHEF output

CalcHEP interface to MC generators via 
Events in the LHE format

event mixer

LHEF

Decay of new particles with
CalcHEP, QNUMBERS are 
automatically created and 
written to LHEF

EXP DATATHEORY
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Vertices with color particles in CalcHEP

4-gluon vertex  can be split it into 3-legs vertices 

Here the field         is a Lorenz tensor and color octet, and this field 

has constant propagator.

If gluon name in CalcHEP is ’G’, the name ’G.t’ is used for this 

tensor particle; its indices are denoted as ’m_’ and ’M_’ 

      (’_’ is the number of the particle in table item).
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Vertices with color particles in LanHEP

The splitting of vertex with 4 colored particle into 3-particles 

vertices is done by LanHEP automatically: each vertex containing 4 

color particles is split to 2 vertices which are joined by 

automatically  generated auxiliary field

option SplitCol1=N.
         where N is a number:

-1 remove all vertices with 4 color particles from Lagrangian;
0 turn off multiplet level vertices splitting;
1 allows vertices splitting with 4 color multiplets;
2 allows vertices splitting with any 4 scalar multiplets except Higgs

option SplitCol2=N.
where N is a number:
0 disable vertex level splitting;
1 enable vertex level splitting (only for vertices with 4 color particles).

the default value is 2 for SplitCol1 and 1 for SplitCol2
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Implementation of SM Lagrangian(1)

Location of LanHEP model files:
lanhep/mdl/stand.mdl
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Implementation of SM Lagrangian(2)
Parameters definition
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Implementation of SM Lagrangian(4)
Definition of mixings and doublets
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LanHEP

Index order
SetDefIndex(spinor, color c3, color c8, vector). 
Example: implementation of 

interactions
Let statements:
You should write explicitly all indices in the let statement
or hide them all!
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LanHEP
tau indicies are not in the 

default order, so they should 

be shown explicitly SetDefIndex(spinor, color c3, color c8, vector). 

or, alternatively one can add index 2 in the default order

and write lterm in compact way 
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PhenoData

spin-off the PhenoData 
hepmdb.soton.ac.uk/phenodata 

stores data (digitized curves from figures, tables etc) from those 
HEP papers which did not provide data in arXiv or HEPData, and to 
avoid duplication of work of HEP researchers on digitizing plots. 

has an easy search interface and paper identification via arXiv, DOI 
or preprint numbers. PhenoData is not intended to be a replication 
of any existing archive

Has batch upload mode
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CalcHEP
scan_example.c
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CalcHEP
scan_example.c
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CalcHEP

CalcHEP
scan_example.c
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CalcHEP
$CALCHEP/bin/make_main scan_example.c
a.out
more scan.dat

One can perform a powerful scan of parameter space,
Br's, cross sections, ....
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